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In the authors' previous papers, some numerical approaches to the effect of uniform mass injection or suction on drag coefficients of a solid sphere1} and to the rates of heat and mass transfer of an evaporating or a condensing drop under high mass flux conditions^were made. The purpose of the present paper is to make a further numerical approach to drag coefficients of an evaporating or a condensing droplet by applying the same technique.
Calculation
The governing equations and the boundary conditions for an evaporating or a condensing droplet are summarized in Table 1 . Calculations were made in a similar way as was shown in the Fig. 9 of the referenced As for initial values for <p(9), a cosinecurve approximation was also used.* The convergence criteria for the calculation was the same as was Table 1 . Governing equations and boundary conditions
for the referenced Pressure distributions at the surface of an evaporating or a condensing drop were calculated by the following equation:
dr from which the form-, the friction-and the total drag coefficients were calculated by the following equations:
D~^DF+ CdP
The ranges of variables for the present calculations a large Reynolds number (Rep-150) and less so for low Reynolds number (Rep=5, 10) for the present case than that for the case with uniform mass injection or suction. This may be explained by the facts that the effect of mass injection or suction on the form drag is muchmore considerable for the case with evaporative mass injection or suction than that for the case with uniform mass injection or suction, as is shown in Fig. 1 .b, and that the relative order of magnitude of form drag to total drag increases with increasing Reynolds number.
Considering the results of the previous calculation,^the present numerical data were well correlated by the following equation:
(1 +CD/CDo)=itep°-257/(3.83+ 1.l/(<?/CDo))
as is shown in Fig. 3 . proposed the following empirical correlation for burning fuel drops:
Renksizbulut and Yuenin their recent experimental4} and numerical approach5) to the drag coefficients of an evaporating liquid drop in a high-temperature air flow proposed the following correlation:
Under evaporating (or condensing) conditions, the surface mass injection (or suction) is caused by diffusion of evaporating material and 0 is related to BM as was shown in Eq. compared with the present numerical data. Figure 4 shows the results of the comparison, where the solid line represents Renksizbulut and Yuen's correlation and the dotted line shows Eisenklam's correlation. As is clear from the figure, a marked deviation from Renksizbulut and Yuen's correlation with Schmidt number is observed. This may be due to the fact that the range of Prandtl number for their correlation was too narrow (0.69<Pr< 1.02). Figure 5 shows a final correlation of drag coefficients of an evaporating or a condensing drop under high mass flux conditions. All the numerical data were well correlated by the following equation: 
